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TOP GANIERS
Company Name

LTP

Change

Change

Today's

Total Traded
Qty

Traded Value

GAIL (India) Ltd.

356.75

4.10

14.05

359.45/341.80

10551289

37186.70

ITC Ltd.

305.75

3.15

9.35

307.40/295.60

21818291

65991.07

Maruti Suzuki India

7342.85

2.16

155.00

7357.00/7161.05

929935

67700.87

Cipla

554.85

1.84

10.00

556.70/545.30

4347530

24027.38

Zee Entertainment
En

418.15

1.76

7.25

419.45/408.50

4109394

17071.78

TOP LOSERS
Company Name

LTP

Change

Change

Today's

Total Traded

Traded Value

Indiabulls Housing
F

830.10

-1.86

-15.70

852.90/825.80

5847339

48950.34

Indian Oil Corp

155.35

-1.65

-2.60

159.70/155.05

14343500

22451.03

Bajaj Finance L

3008.80

-1.28

-39.05

3062.00/3001.30

1048138

31760.69

Bharti Airtel

341.95

-1.27

-4.40

350.35/339.00

7525281

25868.12

L&T

1360.90

-1.24

-17.10

1381.85/1358.30

2751659

37511.47
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Victory terminal Analyst speaks
15-4-2019
NIFTY DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART

NIFTY -On weekly chart nifty closed with green candle, with positive support above 11600 during this week nifty traded in a range of 250 points. A chain line breakout has been seen on daily chart and nifty taking support of
11600 nifty may touch the level of 11850 this week. Our view on nifty is bullish , strategy would be buy on dips
in the range between 11600 Target 11800-12000 Sl below 11450.
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Victory terminal Analyst speaks
15-4-2019
BANK NIFTY DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART

BANK NIFTY - Banknifty made low of 29772 in last week . Banking stocks performing under pressure . specially PSU banks and on
weekly chart Bank Nifty given a trend line breakout above 30000 ,in last day of trading session buying raised in banknifty &
banking stock. After analysis of derivative data we cam assume that in next week bank nifty may give 500 point upside movement , 30500-30600 on upper side act as strong resistance & 29500 as support. we suggest to buy banknifty @ 30150 with tgt
of 30500 and sl of 29700.
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Victory terminal Analyst speaks
15-4-2019
CASH DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART

DISHTV:- Stock is trading around 38-39 we can see strong buying in next week in this stock . Heavy buying can be seen above 40
breakout level and may go up 44-46 till next week ,we recommend you to buy above 40 keep TGT 45-46 with sl of 37 positional
trader can hold stock for 1-2 week for tgt of 50-55 with same SL
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Victory terminal Analyst speaks
15-4-2019
FUTURES DAILY CANDLESTICK CHART

IDFC:- IDFC made formation of double bottom pattern. we have seen breakout above 45 level .according to pattern it may go
up to 53-55 with strong traders volume. We recommend you to buy IDFCFIRSTB near 47–48 and keep TGT 52 with sl of 44.80
risky trader can take 2-3 lot with same sl and book profit @ 55 or 58 level
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BUY SCRIPTS
SCRIPT

LEVEL

TGT

SL

DHFL

170

176

165

ESCORTS

790

820

775

SELL SCRIPTS
SCRIPT

LEVEL

TGT

SL

TATASTEEL

535

520

545
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DISCLAIMER

The information and views in this report, our website & all the service we provide are believed to be reliable, but we do not accept
any responsibility (or liability) for errors of fact or opinion. Users have the right to choose the product/s that suits them the most.
Sincere efforts have been made to present the right investment perspective. The information contained herein is based on analysis
and up on sources that we consider reliable. This material is for personal information and based upon it & takes no responsibility.
The information given herein should be treated as only factor, while making investment decision. The report does not provide individually tailor-made investment advice. victoryterminal recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser. victoryterminal shall not be responsible
for any transaction conducted based on the information given in this report, which is in violation of rules and regulations of NSE
and BSE. The share price projections shown are not necessarily indicative of future price performance. The information herein,
together with all estimates and forecasts, can change without notice. Analyst or any person related to victoryterminal might be
holding positions in the stocks recommended. It is understood that anyone who is browsing through the site has done so at his free
will and does not read any views expressed as a recommendation for which either the site or its owners or anyone can be held responsible for. Any surfing and reading of the information is the acceptance of this disclaimer. All Rights Reserved. Investment in
equity & bullion market has its own risks.
We, however, do not vouch for the accuracy or the completeness thereof. we are not responsible for any loss incurred whatsoever
for any financial profits or loss which may arise from the recommendations above victoryterminal does not purport to be an invitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instrument. Our Clients (Paid Or Unpaid), Any third party or anyone else have no
rights to forward or share our calls or SMS or Report or Any Information Provided by us to/with anyone which is received directly or indirectly by them. If found so then Serious Legal Actions can be taken
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